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years ago, webmasters like me had no idea that these “obsessive” visitors to the web, as Yahoo described them, were even interested in us. When I first started

blogging in 2007, few of these visits were for my own content and more than half of those that were for search, were paid by advertisers. I can’t quite recall how many
total visits I was getting every month but over time, they exploded and more than doubled in a year. To the casual observer, it may have appeared as if my audience
increased exponentially, but in reality, I probably only averaged a dozen visits per day. The average webmaster, however, was getting tens of thousands of visits a
day and that’s when I became more interested in the origins of this magic number. That’s why I pursued two different lines of research for quite some time; which

leads me to the blog post of a man who grew tired of trying to figure out the mystery. Since that mystery for me and all of the webmasters that joined this movement
a decade ago, it was a mystery that I refused to participate in. The key question that those who tried to wrap their heads around it had to answer was, how did this
sudden and dramatic boom in web traffic occur? This secret of the mystery that led to the discovery of a dark web came in the form of an introductory essay, “The

Invisible Web”, by John Battelle. John’s essay, like many others before it, described the concept of “the invisible web”, which, according to the Invisible Web
Movement, was an increase in visits to the web that wasn’t attributed to Google searches and the like. I knew that I had to read his essay and figure out the mystery. I

began by first building some charts and graphs to show my readers. The first chart showed the distribution of traffic by day of 6d1f23a050
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